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Background 

Publicly announced on 24 September 2014, a critical vulnerability in the GNU Bourne Again Shell (Bash), 

dubbed ‘Shellshock’, can enable attackers to execute arbitrary code on vulnerable systems. The 

vulnerability was assigned CVE reference CVE-2014-6271. 

 

Bash, one of the most popular shells, is included with a majority of Linux/UNIX distributions to enable 

remote users to interact with the system via a command line. Bash also allows applications to pass it 

commands, which it will then run. One of the Bash commands enables environment variables to be set on 

the host operating system. This function is vulnerable and allows attackers to add arbitrary code to the 

environment variable command. 

 

Bash versions from 1.14 (1994) to 4.3 (2014) have been confirmed as vulnerable. Many operating systems, 

including CentOS, Debian, Mac OS X, Red Hat Enterprise and Ubuntu, are exposed and will require 

remediation. The vulnerability may also affect a much wider variety of systems, including core routing 

and switching infrastructure. Fortunately, many embedded systems use an alternative shell (ash) by 

default and should not be vulnerable in most cases. 

 

The initial attempts to patch CVE-2014-6271 were not entirely successful, so a second vulnerability 

identifier was created which is also related to the Shellshock vulnerability, CVE-2014-7169. 

 

Impact 

The potential impact of Shellshock on an individual system is critical and the widespread nature of the 

vulnerability suggests it ranks on a similar scale as Heartbleed. 

 

Shellshock could allow hackers to run any command they desire on a remote system. The immediate 

access they gain will depend on the configuration of these systems, but it is reasonable to assume that any 

moderately competent attacker will be able to gain full control of vulnerable systems. 

 

Servers are not the only vulnerable devices; it has already been demonstrated that certain client devices 

can be exploited by a malicious DHCP server. Other methods of exploiting clients are likely to surface over 

the coming weeks. 

 

If organisations are slow to react to the vulnerability, they risk a loss of trust in the relationship they have 

with end-customers and consumers. That impact will extend further than just the security and technology 

implications and could affect consumer confidence in their services and the volume of their online 

presence. 

 

Some important notes on the vulnerability: 

 

 SSH sessions are vulnerable, but only post-authentication. 

 Web applications using Bash shells, such as cgi-scripts, may be vulnerable. 

 Embedded devices using Bash (e.g., smart TVs, DSL modems, etc.) may also be vulnerable (those 

running BusyBox rather than Bash are not susceptible to Shellshock). 

 Linux-based routing/switching devices (e.g., Vyatta) may be vulnerable. 

 Systems that already fully sanitise user input may not be exploitable.  
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Threat Activity 

Anticipated activity 

 
Threat actors will continue to engage in opportunistic cyber reconnaissance in order to understand the 

internet-facing attack surface of organisations (i.e. to identify systems accessible from the internet that 

may be vulnerable to Shellshock). Once they have exploited vulnerable systems, opportunistic attackers 

will use these systems for a variety of purposes, including denial of service attacks, virtual currency 

mining, theft of data, and disruption of services. 

 

Similar to Heartbleed, we also expect to see highly targeted espionage attacks, focused on the theft of 

sensitive corporate data, against organisations via Shellshock – typically organisations who the threat 

actors find hard to penetrate using their traditional tactics, techniques, and procedures. 

Scanning activity 

Amongst the malicious scanning activity there are a number of services that could be legitimate 

researchers attempting to map vulnerable systems. The IP addresses relating to some of these services are 

listed below. This may provide further context for any investigations and incident response activity. 

IP Comment 

209.126.230.72 http://blog.erratasec.com/2014/09/bash-shellshock-scan-of-

internet.html 

166.78.61.142 nixon-security.se 

54.217.253.19 shellshock.detectify.com 

 

Malicious scanning 

The volume of malicious scanning increased consistently throughout 25 September 2014 as attackers 

developed tools to identify and exploit vulnerable systems. Malicious scanning activities are expected to 

continue to increase. The security community has identified some malicious IPs to assist organisations 

block malicious activity. It should be noted that these IPs may be security researchers or organisations 

that may host other legitimate services. We recommend organisations test any IP blocks prior to 

implementing the block to ensure they do not impact legitimate business operations. Please email 

threatintelligence@uk.pwc.com for additional information about malicious IP scanning. 

Malicious payloads 

We have so far observed several malicious payloads being dropped following successful exploitation of the 

Shellshock vulnerability. These appear mostly to be IRC bots and DDoS tools so far, but it is only a matter 

of time before attackers modify tools for other purposes. 

Hash Command and control IP 

5924bcc045bb7039f55c6ce29234e29a 89.238.150.154 

371b8b20d4dd207f7b3f61bb30a7cb22 162.253.66.76 

16cda40fadeefdf3d12b1e8b5e6e762b  46.16.170.158 

504978766721f650ad5d86af33e3e6b3  
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Recommended Actions 

As well as increasing vigilance during this period and using in-house or trusted advisor partners, the 

following courses of action should be considered: 

 

 A majority of vendors have released patches to partially address the vulnerability in affected 

versions of their software and will release additional patches shortly. Vendors suggest these 

should be applied to your environment as quickly as possible. 

o Debian - https://www.debian.org/security/2014/dsa-3032 

o Ubuntu - http://www.ubuntu.com/usn/usn-2362-1/ 

o Red Hat - https://access.redhat.com/articles/1200223 

o CentOS - http://centosnow.blogspot.co.uk/2014/09/critical-bash-updates-for-centos-

5.html 

o SUSE - http://support.novell.com/security/cve/CVE-2014-6271.html 

o F5 - https://devcentral.f5.com/articles/cve-2014-6271-shellshocked 

o VMWare - 

http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=display

KC&externalId=2090740 

o Juniper - 

http://kb.juniper.net/InfoCenter/index?page=content&id=JSA10648&actp=RSS 

 Older systems may not have patches available and may require manual intervention. For 

unsupported platforms, switching service accounts and processes to an alternative shell may be 

the only option. This, however, is likely to cause issues with processes that expect specific 

behavior and should be undertaken with care. 

 If you already use metasploit for penetration testing, scan using the Shellshock module to identify 

any remaining vulnerable systems.1 

 You can manually check systems using the following command line:  

env X="() { :;} ; echo vulnerable" /bin/sh -c "echo testing" 

 Perform a recon and vulnerability assessment against internet-facing systems to better 

understand what threat actors could exploit and remediate any adverse findings. 

 Perform an active cyber threat assessment to identify any current suspicious activity on your 

network or systems that may not be detected by in-house capabilities.  

 Take proactive steps to decide what actions you will recommend to customers and other end users 

take to protect themselves. We recommend organisations generally enhance their ability to detect 

anomalous or malicious activity across their environment(specifically the anomalous use of 

account credentials). 

 

Counterintelligence 

For organisations that wish to monitor the use of the Shellshock exploit against their own infrastructure 

and to extract intelligence relating to the payloads to be used to protect the network, we recommend the 

use of a honeypot designed specifically for this purpose by ThreatStream, available at: 

http://threatstream.com/blog/shockpot 

 

                                                           
1 http://www.rapid7.com/db/modules/auxiliary/scanner/http/apache_mod_cgi_bash_env 
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http://support.novell.com/security/cve/CVE-2014-6271.html
https://devcentral.f5.com/articles/cve-2014-6271-shellshocked
http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2090740
http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2090740
http://kb.juniper.net/InfoCenter/index?page=content&id=JSA10648&actp=RSS
http://threatstream.com/blog/shockpot
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Signatures 

Rule sets have now been released for the majority of common IDS systems, although the false positive rate 

appears to be high on many of the rules. 

 

Vendor Signatures 

Cisco 31975-31978 and 31985 

Sourcefire 4689-0, 4689-1,4689-2 and 4689-3 

Emerging Threats 2019234, 2019236-2019239, 2019241, 2019244-2019273 

Palo Alto https://threatvault.paloaltonetworks.com/Home/ThreatDetail/36729 

F5 https://devcentral.f5.com/articles/shellshock-mitigation-with-big-ip-

irules 
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The information contained in this document has been prepared as a matter of interest and for 
information purposes only, and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the 
information contained in this email without obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or 
warranty (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained 
in this email, and, to the extent permitted by law, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, its members, employees 
and agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of 
you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this email or 
for any decision based on it. 


